
Characters D6 / Doctor Rhasiv (Human Prisoner)

Name: Doctor Rhasiv

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Light

DEXTERITY 2D

        Blaster: 3D

        Brawling Parry: 3D+2

        Dodge: 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE 3D

        Alien Species 5D

        Languages: 4D

        Scholar; Medicine: 5D+2

PERCEPTION 3D+1

        Bargain: 3D+2

        Hide: 4D+2

        Injury/Ailment Diagnosis 5D

        Investigation: 4D+2

        Sneak: 4D+1

STRENGTH 2D

        Brawling: 3D+1

        Lifting: 3D

MECHANICAL 2D+1

        Communications: 4D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

        Space Transports: 3D+2

TECHNICAL 3D

        Computer Programming/Repair: 4D+2

        First Aid: 6D

        Medicine: 4D

        Security: 3D+1

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 4

Move: 10



Equipment: Prison Uniform, Medical Kit, 2 x Oxygen Masks, Light Pen, Medical Scanner, Injector,

Background: Doctor Rhasiv was a human male who was an inmate and medical technician at an Imperial

Prison Complex on the moon Narkina 5. In 5 BBY, the doctor learned that the Imperials had killed an

entire unit on level two after the prisoners had learned that no one was to be released at the end of their

sentence, but instead transferred to another prison. The next day, he was summoned to level five of the

prison to treat the prisoner Ulaf.

While examining Ulaf, Rhasiv spoke with the Unit Five-Two-D manager, Kino Loy, and the prisoner

Cassian Andor. He informed the pair that Ulaf had suffered a massive stroke, meaning nothing could be

done for him. After the doctor euthanized Ulaf, the other two prisoners questioned Rhasiv about what had

happened on level two. After making sure the guard watching them was out of the room, Rhasiv

explained what had happened to Andor and Loy before they were forced to leave by the returning guard.

The next day, Andor and Loy led an uprising and took control of the entire prison, with Rhasiv among the

crowds of prisoners who rushed to escape from the facility.

Biography

An endless sentence

Doctor Rhasiv was a human male who was imprisoned by the Galactic Empire in an Imperial Prison

Complex on the moon Narkina 5. While most inmates were tasked with constructing complex Imperial

machinery for use in the Death Star superweapon, he worked as a medical technician and was tasked

with keeping the prison population healthy and productive. In return, he received the privilege of some

small freedoms compared to the other prisoners. During his sentence, he encountered Kino Loy, the shift

manager of Unit Five-Two-D, and treated the prisoner Ulaf from Loy's unit.

In 5 BBY, the Imperials made a mistake and moved a prisoner "released" from four into unit two-five on

level two. Once the prisoners there realised that they were simply going to be moved to another prison

rather then being released at the end of their sentence they began causing trouble, and all one hundred

men were killed by the Imperials to keep them quiet. Rhasiv learned of the incident and the reason it

occurred, coming to the conclusion that there was now no way out of the prison.

A grim mercy

The next day, Ulaf suffered a massive stroke while crossing the skybridge from the work floor back to his

cell. Loy then had the night shift's manager, Zinska, request a medical technician to help the ailing Ulaf.

Rhasiv was escorted through room five-two on level five of the prison by a guard while the night shift in

the room stood on program. On the skybridge, the guard waited at the end of the room, leaving the

doctor alone with Ulaf, Loy, and the prisoner Cassian Andor. Loy greeted Rhasiv and gave Ulaf's name,

although the doctor revealed he was already familiar with the patient as he had Loy hold an oxygen mask

over Ulaf's nose and mouth.

Loy informed Rhasiv that he only needed to get Ulaf up and about, as the prisoner only had forty shifts

left in his sentence, but as he used a scanner on Ulaf's head and then a light pen on his eye, the doctor

was unable to get Ulaf to respond. Having diagnosed the stroke, Rhasiv informed Loy and Andor that

there's was nothing left of Ulaf to save, removing the mask from the prisoner's face. He then pulled out



an injector from his kit and requested a body bag and a trolley from the guard. As he prepared to give

Ulaf a lethal injection, he told Loy and Andor that Ulaf was lucky to have such a peaceful death, and that

soon they and the other prisoners would be begging for a similar end.

Following the doctor's orders to hold Ulaf's shoulders and legs, Andor questioned what the doctor meant,

and what had happened on level two, but Rhasiv ignored him and merely told Loy to keep his men in line.

Once Rhasiv administered the injection, Ulaf convulsed and then died, with Rhasiv staring grimly at the

dead patient. The doctor then began packing up, but rather then follow the doctor's advice, Loy repeated

Andor's question about level two.

Revelations and uprising

Rhasiv had the guard leave to look for the bag and trolley and, once the Imperial was out of the room,

Rhasiv whispered to Andor and Loy, revealing what had happened. As he finished the story, the guard

yelled to them, questioning if Loy and Andor were still needed on the bridge. Rhasiv responded that the

pair were just leaving, but when the other two prisoners continued questioning the doctor, Rhasiv

confirmed that no one was going to be released. The guard then marched over and forced Andor and Loy

to leave. Rhasiv accompanied Ulaf's bagged body as it was brought out through room five-two.

After hearing Rhasiv's shocking revelation, Andor and Loy returned to their cells and told the rest of their

shift the situation they were all now in. Believing it was now their only way out, the group then planned an

uprising to escape. During their next shift, Unit Five-Two-D managed to kill their guards and take control

of the entire prison, switching off all of the electrified floors that were used to control the prisoners.

Loy announced that the prison was under their control over the comms system, urging the other units to

rise up and escape with them. During the announcement, Rhasiv and other prisoners began rushing

through the prison corridors to reach level eight, with the doctor stopping and looking around, stunned, as

Loy began a chant of "one way out." From level eight, prisoners leapt down into the waters around the

facility to swim for freedom, with at least some making it safely to land.

Personality and traits

The relative privilege of Rhasiv's role within the prison was not enough to prevent him from growing

weary of the various hardships he endured or witnessed others enduring. Rather then counting down the

days left on his sentence like other inmates, he began to see death as a viable means of escape. While

treating Ulaf, Rhasiv referred to him only as "brother," not wanting to know his name, believing that he

could not save the patient, or indeed any of the prisoners. Rhasiv had light skin, blue eyes, and thinning

brown hair.

Equipment

Rhasiv wore white prison scrubs with blue markings and carried a medical kit in a white hard-shell case.

The kit contained two oxygen masks, a light pen, a scanner, and an injector, with several doses of

chemicals that could induce death. Rhasiv was kept barefoot like the other inmates. 
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